
Provation Order Sets with Order Set Advisor™ is intuitive software that optimizes order set 
management to improve consistency and efficiency of care, implementation of best practices, 
regulatory compliance and patient outcomes. With its intelligent content gap analysis tool, 
Provation Order Sets aligns your order sets with real-time clinical evidence and presents actionable 
recommendations for web-based review, collaboration and approval. Users are notified of practice-
changing evidence, allowing for pertinent changes in between order set review cycles. 

 - Content Governance and Maintenance 
Significantly improve processes, promote sustainable maintenance and allow the software to 
continuously align your order sets with the latest evidence.  

 - Streamlined Collaboration 
Shorten order set maintenance cycles with a web-based portal that enables online collaboration 
anytime, from any connected PC, laptop or tablet. 

 - Trusted Medical Content and Latest Evidence 
Leverage evidence and other content from the most trusted source for clinical decision support 
information.

 - EHR Interoperability 
Easily import order sets from your EHR system, including Epic and Cerner, for updating, 
collaborative reviews, and approvals. Then, import revised order sets back into your EHR system, 
maintaining one source of truth. 

Provation® Order Sets
Easy. Actionable. Integrated.

Keep your order sets current and accurate with the 
most trusted evidence-based content 

Provation Order Sets Enables:



1Provation/Modern Healthcare Custom Research, July 2017. 
Email survey of 239 healthcare professionals, inclusive of clinical 
management, case management, information management, 
operations management, general administration and senior 
management representatives at U.S. hospitals.
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Only 7% of executives feel their current order set management process is “very efficient.”1 As  
healthcare organizations work to achieve greater value, order set optimization is low hanging fruit  
capable of delivering notable return on investment. Hospital executives want to get order set 
maintenance right. Provation Order Sets allows you to achieve this goal.

Provation Order Sets’ Web Review tool is an online portal where review teams can gather for ongoing 
order set collaboration and management. This tool enables efficient change request management and, 
through Order Set Advisor, teams can get automatic notifications when new evidence becomes available.

Streamlined Collaboration and Efficiency Starts Here

Provation® Order Sets Web Review Tool

Our Services
Provation® Professional Services is consistently recognized by our customers and independent 
researchers for our excellence in providing a wide range of services: 

• Project management and workflow analysis

• Implementation and training

• Software installation and technical support

• Long-term content management strategy 

“With Provation Order Sets, we are able to handle reviews electronically and 
receive real-time feedback […] What once took us a year can now be done 
over a period of one or two months.”

—Amie Arseneau, Coordinator of Medical Affairs and  
Care Management, Rush-Copley Medical Center
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